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Abstract—Brushing is at the heart of most modern visual analytics solutions and

effective and efficient brushing is crucial for successful interactive data exploration

and analysis. As the user plays a central role in brushing, several data-driven brushing

tools have been designed that are based on predicting the user’s brushing goal. All of

these general brushing models learn the users’ average brushing preference, which is

not optimal for every single user. In this paper, we propose an innovative framework

that offers the user opportunities to improve the brushing technique while using it.

We realized this framework with a CNN-based brushing technique and the result

shows that with additional data from a particular user, the model can be refined

(better performance in terms of accuracy), eventually converging to a personalized

model based on a moderate amount of retraining.

& NOWADAYS, LINKING AND brushing is becoming a

prevalent interaction technique fordata exploration

and analysis in coordinated multiple views,1 widely

integrated into many visualization tools such as

Tableau and D3.js. Becker and Cleveland2 were the

first to describe the basic principles of brushing,

which is interactively painting the visualization of a

subset of data points with usually simple geome-

tries. In coordinated multiple views, the selected

data are consistently highlighted in all linked views

after brushing. This amounts to the most common

form of focusþcontext visualization,3 enabling a

fast and effective exploration of data relations,

which are too challenging to show in just one view.

Due to the importance and prevalence of

brushing in visualization solutions, many efforts

have been invested in the improvement of the

brushing technique and brushing variants can

be categorized into:

� brushing using simple geometries—the most

commonly used brushing solutions include

the rectangular or circular brushing on scat-

terplots, line-brushing on data graphs, etc.;

� lassoing—the user draws a detailed shape

around the target group of item representa-

tions to select the subset;

� logical combinations of simple brushes—

the user refines the data selection by making
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use of multiple brushes and combining them

with logical operators;4,5

� sketch-based brushing—a sketch is drawn

by the user onto a visualization and a selec-

tion heuristic is used to determine which

data are selected.6–8

Each brushing technique can be discussed in

terms of pros and cons, especially by two partic-

ularly important criteria:

� efficiency—whether the brushing is fast

enough (including the interaction and all

computation) to enable a fluid data explora-

tion/analysis;9

� accuracy—does the brushing interaction

lead to a selection of exactly the data

subset, which the user wished to select in

the view?

Despite the large variation of existing brushing

tools, we rarely see a solution that combines both

criteria really well: many brushing techniques are

indeed fast, as clicking on individual points, for

example, or drawing simple geometries—also

sketched brushes are fast, requiring only a

simple gesture as interaction and thus enabling a

swift user-computer dialogue during the explora-

tion/analysis.10 A common disadvantage of fast

techniques, however, is that it can be difficult to

accurately brush a particular data subset. On the

other hand, we certainly find brushing techniques,

that are straight-forward for accurately selecting

subsets of interest, such as lassoing and the logical

combination of simple brushes. This benefit, how-

ever, comes often at the price of the solution being

slower—specifying a lasso, for example, easily

becomes a unit task by itself,10 potentially inter-

rupting the exploration/analysis process.

Recently, deep-learning methods have become

the state-of-the-art in a wide range of fields, includ-

ing natural language processing, object detection,

and image classification. Inspired by this, we have

recently developed a CNN-based brushing tech-

nique for scatterplots and achieved the best accu-

racy compared to previously existing sketch-

based methods with a fast interaction.11 Although

this method has made great progress in learning

the user’s intention while brushing, it suffers from

two limitations: First, the model is trained off-line

once by the data from different users and what the

model learns is the average brushing preference

across the users, leading to a general model which

is obviously not optimized to every single user.

Second, while it, of course, is possible to retrain a

new model for a single user from scratch, this pro-

cedure is time-consuming and requires sufficient

training data which is difficult to get from a single

user in a short time.

To address the limitations of this CNN-based

brushing solution, we here propose an innovative

framework which is able to iteratively refine the

brushing model for a single user with additional

data that he/she provides while using the brushing

technique. This idea is inspired by active learning

(AL), which is a special case of semi-supervised

machine learning that can incrementally improve

the existing model by interactively querying the

user for additional input. In addition, we exploit

knowledge from transfer learning and leverage the

parameterization of a well-trained model instead

of learning the user’s brushing behavior from

scratch, largely reducing the time cost of the

retraining procedure while maintaining a focus on

avoiding overfitting.

To evaluate the usability of our proposed frame-

work, we experimented with the previously pub-

lished CNN-based brush in scatterplots to see

relevant differences in comparison. Our quantita-

tive evaluation shows that the iterative model

based on our proposed framework achieves better

accuracy and becomes a customized model for a

single user as compared with the general model,

and the time cost for the retraining procedure is

only 3 min, which is efficient and acceptable for

most data analysts to improve their brushing

method even during a short break only.

RELATED WORK
In the following, we first review some critical

works concerning brushing for visual analytics,

before we then discuss related work concerning

applications of convolutional neural networks,

transfer learning, and AL.

Brushing Techniques

Brushing is intrinsically based on the interac-

tion between the user and the system, often a com-

bination of mouse/cursor motions and clicks.

Many variations of brushing have been proposed,

each with its own strengths and weaknesses—for

example, in terms of their ease of use and the

degree of control that the user has. Brushing in
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scatterplots is often based on the use of simple

geometric shapes such as a rectangle or circle.

Alternatively, users can use a lasso to specify the

selection more accurately.

Several extensions to simple brushing have

been published, including techniques to formu-

late more complex brushes by combining multi-

ple brushes using logical operators. Martin and

Ward,4 for example, enable the user to configure

composite brushes by applying logical combina-

tions of brushes, including unions, intersections,

negations, and exclusive OR operations.

Similarity brushing12 is a typical example of

sketch-based brushing, which is based on a fast

and simple sketching interaction—the user uses

a swift and approximate gesture (for example,

drawing an approximate shape that the data

should follow) and then a similarity measure

(target function) is defined to identify, which

data items actually are brushed. This way, the

interaction is fast, but likely not 100% accurate.

Recently, the Mahalanobis brush was pre-

sented as an interesting alternative for brushing

scatterplots.8 The user simply clicks into the

center of a coherent data subset to be selected.

The link between the interaction and the actual

selection is realized on the basis of an analysis

of the underlying data (a local covariance matrix

indicates the overall shape and orientation of

the data to be brushed, forming the basis for a

local Mahalanobis metric, which is then used as

a distance measure to select the data).

While this technique is giving quite good

results, it still has limitations, including a nonop-

timized selection of the local context for the

Mahalanobis computation and one off-screen

parameter for the brush size. As a follow-up

work, we extended the Mahalanobis brush and

improved the accuracy by optimizing the param-

eters based on a user study and getting rid of

the off-line parameter.7 However, this improved

solution is still linear and has difficulties with

complex structures that would require a more

flexible approach. Also, it is not really real-time

for large datasets.

Later, we exploited deep learning and devel-

oped a CNN-based brushing in scatterplots.11

This model achieves state-of-art accuracy

while—as a general model—it only learns the

average behavior from different users, and thus

is not able to match every single user’s brushing

preferences in an optimal way.

Koytek et al.13 created MyBrush, which

extended the popular brushing and linking

technique by incorporating personal agency. It

offers users the flexibility to configure the

source, link, and target of multiple brushes,

which is able to adapt brushing and linking

to preferences and needs. However, the user

needs to spend some time to figure out all the

possibilities of the configuration initially, and

the brushing tool they provide is not based

on a data-driven method which cannot be

improved while being used.

CNN, Transfer Learning, and AL

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a

deep learning architecture, which is inspired by

the connectivity pattern between neurons and

their organization in the visual cortex.14 The con-

cept of a neocognitron, proposed by Fukush-

ima,15 is widely considered as a fundamental

basis of modern CNNs. LeCun et al.16 established

the framework of CNNs by developing a multi-

layer artificial neural network called LeNet-5,

which was applied successfully to image classifi-

cation problems. With the emergence of big data

and the development of computing infrastruc-

ture, the structure of some CNNs has become

very deep. A solution by Krizhevsky et al.17 was

able to classify about 1.2 million images into

1000 classes, i.e., a record-breaking result in the

ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Chal-

lenge. Often, the impressive success of image

processing CNNs is attributed to their ability to

learn rich mid-level image patterns as opposed

to hand-designed low-level features used in

more traditional methods.

As humans, we can learn and apply relevant

knowledge from previous learning when encoun-

tering new tasks. Most of traditional machine

learning algorithms are designed to address sin-

gle tasks. In contrast, transfer learning allows us

to bring the power of state-of-the-art models to

new domains where insufficient data and time/

cost constraints might otherwise prevent their

use.18 Transfer learning with CNNs has been also

explored and demonstrates that the intermedi-

ate activations learned with pretrained deep

CNNs on large datasets such as ImageNet and
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GoogLeNet, can be transferred to many other

recognition tasks with limited training data.

AL is a special type of semi-supervised

machine learning that incorporates the user into

the loop to query label information. As labeling

manually is expensive and time-consuming,

AL has been successfully applied to the situa-

tions where large portions of data are unlabeled.

The goal of AL is to improve the training perfor-

mance of a classifier at the lowest possible anno-

tation cost by intelligently picking the best

examples to label.19

While an increasing number of successful

applications of deep-learning methods are recog-

nized in many fields, we do not yet see a men-

tionable number of visualization solutions,

particularly in improving interaction techniques.

With our work, benefitting from ML, we also

hope to inspire interesting new research in this

very interesting direction.

THE PRINCIPAL APPROACH
The overall goal of our research was to

improve the general CNN-based brushing

model11 and to make it suitable for those users

whose brushing preference is deviating from the

average. The schematic in Figure 1 shows the

core idea of our proposed framework where

the general model is indicated by a red star.

To find the optimized model for a single user, we

take advantage of the well-trained general model

as an initial point in the model’s high dimen-

sional parameter space and progressively adapt

it to a personalized model. In this way, the prior

parameterization is taken into account and we

can get rid of the costly general (global) search

in the parameter space, largely reducing the

time spent and making the results more stable.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed

framework to illustrate our adaptive brushing

model. In the following, we first describe the ini-

tial model we used from the earlier published

paper,11 before we then describe the construc-

tion of our solution in detail.

Following the basic definition of the general

CNN-based brushing technique,11 we use click-

and-drag as the sketching interaction I and a

computational function for estimating the brush-

ing result, denoted as S, which is based on the

visualization V near sketch I. The CNN structure is

built with two convolutional layers, two max-

pooling layers and three fully connected layers.

The input of the CNN is a histogram-like image

Figure 1. Illustration of the core idea: The general

model (red star) is progressively refined and getting

closer and closer to a single user model in the high

dimensional parameter space (here 2-D in this

illustration).

Figure 2. Principal approach: The general model is

fine-tuned during continued use by new data from a

specific user.
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that is based on the interaction I and the

local visualization V near I, while the output of the

network is also an image, of the same resolution

as the input, which contains a degree-of-selection

information extracted from the ground truth

(users’ brushing goal). The general model Sg is

trained off-line once based on 500 basic selections

(augmented to 8000 in actual training via sampling

the natural variation of user interactions), pro-

vided by the previously published user study

where 50 different users were invited.11 In the user

study,11 a particular scatterplot (one out of six)

and a particular request (one out of three) were

given, and the participant chose a target data

subset to select as ground truth by using a lasso

tool, and then also provided the corresponding

click-and-drag interaction that this participant

would use to select the target group.

In our proposed framework, we establish an

interactive scenario to improve the brushing

accuracy for a single analyst during data explora-

tion, where the user can actively give some new

input when he/she does not like the result gener-

ated by the current brushing model. This addi-

tional data is used to gradually adapt the general

model to a personalized one and we see that

with more data from the user, the brushing

result is more accurate for this user. To evaluate

this framework, we organized a user study where

single users were asked to participate in the

model refinement procedure 5 times, and each

time the user provided 10% new data by brush-

ing new datasets. Then this user’s personal

brushing preference data contributed to updat-

ing the current model in retraining. The design

of the user study intended to simulate a daily

process of the data analyst while using the

brushing tool during five working days. The time

spent for participating in one round of the user

study was around 20 min, which was comfort-

able for most users. We saw that 10% new data

could be obtained in this time period and this

amount of new data was reasonably enough to

see the incremental effect of the retraining.

For learning a single user’s brushing prefer-

ence, we chose to leverage the existing CNN

parametrization of the general model instead of

retraining a model from scratch. This is because

the data used for training the general model

is from 50 different users and it is not practical to

get a similar size data from a single user. To avoid

overfitting by limited new data, the new data is

chosen to replace the most similar data in the orig-

inal dataset, composing a new training dataset

rather than treating the additional data individu-

ally. Picking the most similar cases to be replaced

is based on two reasons: 1. We aimed at the

retrained model to learn the user’s specific brush-

ing preference and also keep itself as general as

possible (with respect to cases not yet seen by the

new user) at the same time. Therefore, the similar

cases from the original data can be considered as

replicated data which should be replaced. 2.

Instead of adding the new data to the retraining

dataset, the data replacement strategy accelerates

the convergence during retraining.

Our retraining procedure is also based on

transfer learning. Transfer learning strategies

depend on various factors, but the two most

important ones are the size of the new dataset

(relatively small or big), and its similarity to the

original dataset. As we replace old data, the new

training data is the same size and of high similar-

ity (90%) to the old training data. Therefore,

we can fine-tune the weights of the pretrained

current network via backpropagation with less

of a chance to be overfitted. In the following, we

introduce the algorithm for the dataset replace-

ment in detail.

Training Dataset Replacement

The original data for training the CNN-based

brushing model from our previous work11 is

based on 500 selections and the training data

can be defined as ðxi 2 Tin;yi 2 ToutÞNi¼1 with

pairs of input and expected output (N is the num-

ber of the training samples). In order to find the

appropriate data to be replaced among the 500,

we formulate a similarity metric based on the

extracted features of the input data.

Figure 3 shows the procedure of CNN input

generation. The histogram-like image data used

as input for training the network is converted

from the local data visualization V and the

related interaction I, the features we compute

are mostly based on the local visualization V

after normalization Vn with respect to the inter-

action I by a linear transformation. Moreover, to

represent the features, we have the number of

points within Vn denoted as nv and the number
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of user goal points and all points in scatterplot

are denoted by ng and nc, respectively. Besides,

the area ofVn is represented as sv while the area

of the scatterplot canvas is sc.

To extract important and meaningful features

from Vn, the size of the user’s brushing goal is

obviously needed to be considered. We measure

the influence of user goal size by calculating the

ratios of the user goal size to all the points

within Vn and the user goal size to all the points

in the scatterplot, which can be denoted by

fpR ¼ ng
nv
and fgR ¼ ng

nc
, respectively.

To know whether the user focuses on a small

or large area, we can compute the ratio of areas

of Vn to the whole canvas of the scatterplot.

This can be denoted by faR ¼ sv
sc
.

The geometric shape of the user goal is

another important feature which needs to be

taken into account. We estimate this by finding

the nearest point (denoted by p, not a user goal)

to the start point (denoted by c) of I, then com-

pute the ratio fnR ¼ dEðp;cÞ
r , where dE ðp; cÞ is the

Euclidean distance between p and c, and r is the

length of I.

As we know, the eigenvectors indicate

the direction of points which are stretched by

the transformation and the corresponding

eigenvalue is the factor by which it is stretched.

Therefore, the ratio of the eigenvalues is a

proper way to measure the isotropy or anisot-

ropy of the user goal, which can be defined as

feR ¼ e1
e2
; e1 < e2, where the eigenvalues e1 and e2

are computed by eigendecomposition of the

covariance matrix of the user goal.

In addition, we compute scagnostics to

characterize the Vn. Scagnostics is short for

Scatterplot Diagnostics, first mentioned by John

and Paul Tukey20 to identify interesting struc-

tures according to density, skewness, shape,

outliers, etc. The nine Scagnostics measures are

defined as foutlier, fskewed, fclumpy, fsparse, fstriated,

fconvex, fskinny, fstringy, and fmonotonic, respectively,

and we use fsg as a shorthand of these nine fea-

tures together.

Finally, we look at the density of the

histogram-like image (Tin) as it represents the

data distribution. The value of each bin in Tin

is normalized into [0, 1], we compute four

indicators by counting the percentage of the

value of each bin in [0, 0.25] ðfq1Þ, (0.25, 0.5]
ðfq2Þ, (0.5, 0.75] ðfq3Þ and (0.75, 1] ðfq4Þ,
respectively.

Overall, we use 18 different indicators to repre-

sent the user’s selection. To preprocess the indica-

tors for an efficient comparison, we use principal

component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimen-

sion from 18 to 8 while keeping 92% variance of

the original dataset. The dissimilarity function

which is used to pick the most similar case among

the old data, can be defined as

disðinew; inÞ ¼ dEðfpcaðinewÞ; fpcaðinÞÞ
where inew and in are the original features of new

data and old data, respectively. dE represents

the Euclidean distance and fpca are the features

after PCA, n2[1,500]. The most similar case has

the minimum value in terms of the dissimilarity

function.

Figure 3. Illustration of CNN input computation: Left, a square area is specified by the interaction (red line segment);

middle, after rotating to the horizontal; right, histogram of the local data distribution (CNN input).
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RETRAINING THE CNN
Usually, high accuracy cannot be achieved

unless enough training samples are provided.

As we replaced the old data by the new data,

so the selection samples in the retraining data

are still 500, which are not enough for retrain-

ing. Therefore, we synthesize 7500 additional

training data from the already acquired train-

ing set based on the user’s natural interaction

variation. This data augmentation method is

discussed in our previously published paper.11

Then we optimize the parameters of the net-

work based on the training data (N ¼ 8000)

using the mean-squared error as a loss func-

tion. In the following, we will discuss the

details of retraining the CNN.

Training Details

In practice, it is rare to train an entire CNN

from scratch with random initialization. This is

because it is relatively difficult to have a dataset

of sufficient size that is required for the depth

of the network. Therefore, it is very often still

beneficial to initialize with weights from a pre-

trained model.

Since the initial model is quite general and cap-

turing the common brushing preference, we

choose to fine-tune the network tomake the initial

model adapt well to the target dataset. As the CNN

features are more generic in early layers (such as

edges or local shapes) and later layers of the CNN

become progressively more specific to the details

of the information contained in the target dataset,

an effective way for fine-tuning the pretrained

parameters is to make the learning process hap-

pen only in the fully connected layers, and keep

the parameters of the convolutional layers frozen.

To validate this approach, we also recomputed

the brushing accuracy based on retraining the

whole network and found that the results were

worse (about 5%) than freezing the early layers of

the network, which supports that our retraining

strategy is appropriate.

In our user study, we iteratively retrain the

model based on the pretrained model five times.

We start the retraining after the first round of

the user study, where we used the general model

from our previously published paper11 as a start-

ing point for optimization towards to single

user’s tailored model.

For the experiment, we retrained the network

in Keras with Tensorflow as the backend, which

provides useful GPU acceleration and coding

flexibility. For the training and testing, we used a

PC with an Intel Xeon E5-1650 CPU and an NVIDIA

GeForce GTX 1080 GPU. During fine-tuning, as we

expect the weights of the pretrained CNN to be

relatively good, the learning rate was set to be

5 � 10-4, which is half of the learning rate for

training the initial model. In this way, the model

will not be distorted too quickly and too much.

And as we can make use of the existing parame-

terization, thus we only need 2000 epochs

instead of 10 000 (training from scratch) to

obtain a good convergence towards a high-qual-

ity state. As a result, the retraining procedure

for fine-tuning a model once only takes 3 min.

USER STUDY
As users have their own brushing preference,

it is important to explore how the user uses our

brushing tool and test whether it is possible to

allow the model to be customized. To evaluate

our proposed framework with the CNN-based

brushing for a single user, we conducted a user

study to collect the user’s brushing data and

then retrained the model to better fit a single

user. In our user study, eight users are invited

who are students or employees (seven are from

Delft University of Technology and one is from

the University of Bergen).

Study Datasets

During the user study, we provided 25 differ-

ent datasets for the user to brush, which all were

not used for constructing the general model.11

Besides, the users were encouraged to bring their

own datasets to replace the provided datasets.

Study Process

Our user study consisted of two parts:

In the first part, a scatterplot was provided to

the users and then they could freely use the

click-and-drag interaction to brush some data

subset of their choice.

In the second part, the brushing result based

on the current CNN model was shown to the

users immediately after they finished the inter-

action. Then they could think about whether the

results were what they wanted originally. If not,
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they could use a lasso to do corrections (add

and delete points, or directly specify the goal)

until they were satisfied with the results. For a

specific scatterplot, every user had to do five

selections including the correction, if needed,

before they would click the “next” button to

switch to another scatterplot.

In order to investigate the influence of the

retrained model based on the user’s new brushing

data, we asked each user to participate in the user

study for 5 rounds and each scatterplot from 25

datasets showed up twice in total but in different

rounds. For each round, the user needed to finish

5 selections in 10 different scatterplots, and these

data were then applied to retrain a new, adapted

brushing model which was then used for the next

round. In the first round of the study, we directly

used the already trained model from our previou-

sly published paper11 as the initial brushingmodel.

Then this model will be retrained by the data

obtained from the first round of the study.

As the retraining procedure takes approxi-

mately 3 min, the users finished a full user study

(5 rounds) in 5 discontinuous time periods. Dur-

ing the user study, the brushing results gener-

ated by the current model and the user’s real

goal and interaction were recorded. The pipeline

of the user study is shown in Figure 4.

Before the start of the user study (only for the

first time when the user joins), we presented our

brushing technique in a training session, where

we showed how the technique works and the

interface operation in a test dataset. This session

took approximately 10 min for each participant

and the participants were free to interrupt for

questions and to take over the software to experi-

ment with the brushing technique (e.g., the click-

and-drag interaction and correcting the results by

lasso) until they felt ready to do the study.

Evaluation

For evaluating our proposed iterative model,

we did a quantitative accuracy comparison

with the previously published general model.11

Figure 5 is a statistical comparison with box-

plots. The left five boxplots and right five box-

plots show the brushing accuracy of 8 users in all

five rounds based on the general model (left) and

our iterative model (right), respectively. The

accuracy of our iterative model in each round is

calculated based on the retrained model from

the last round. In the first round of the user

study, the user’s brushing results are computed

by the general model without optimization based

on the new data, thus the difference between the

general model and our iterative model appears

from the 2nd round to the 5th round. The dashed

line in the box is the mean, if we compare the

accuracy by pairs in terms of the round, we can

see after iterative retraining, our model performs

better than the general one (with higher median

and mean). Besides, the size of the boxes on the

right are smaller than the corresponding one on

the left, this indicates our model has less vari-

ance and becomes more stable.

Figure 6 shows a side by side accuracy com-

parison with line plots, between the general

model (left) and our iterative model (right). By

looking at the accuracy variation altogether,

we can obviously see a rising trend of accuracy

over rounds on the right side while the accuracy

of the general model is more distributed

(no special trend except a decline from round 1

to round 2) on the left. This shows a strong

Figure 4. Pipeline of the user study. The user brushes a scatterplot based on the trained CNN model, and if he/she is not

satisfied with the results, a lasso is offered to do corrections. In the end, the user’s brushing goal, interaction, and the

brushing result are recorded.
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indication that with additional data for retraining

the model, it is able to gradually learn the brush-

ing preference of a single user, which leads to a

more personalized model from the general

model. In addition, we also see an outlier (user 5)

with a sharp accuracy decrease in the last two

rounds. To investigate the reasons behind, we

pick the 6 worst performing cases from user 5 in

the 4th and 5th round and list them in Figure 7.

The brushing results are compared to the user

goal (encoded by color). The true positives (cor-

rectly brushed), true negatives (correctly not

brushed), false positives (falsely brushed) and

the false negatives (falsely left out) are colored in

yellow, white, pink, and purple, accordingly. We

can see that the user tried to select a complicated

spiral shape and this kind of selection does not

exist in previous rounds, being almost impossible

for the network to predict at the first time. For the

relatively low accuracy (actually 90.36% is still

very good) in round 5, as there are only 3 spiral-

like cases from round 4 which contribute to the

network retraining, so it is difficult to tweak the

model to learn it.

During the retraining procedure in each

round, the parameters of the network are up-

dated. To understand what the network learns

for each user and the relation between different

user models, we extract the parameters of the

CNN model in each round of each user, compos-

ing a vector with 35233 dimensions, which is

denoted as vmn, where m is the user ID and n is

round number. In Figure 8, we compute the angle

and absolute length differences to measure the

Figure 5. Boxplots of the brushing accuracy over rounds based on the general model (left) and our iterative model (right).

The dashed line and solid line in the box show the mean and median, respectively.

Figure 6. Line plots of the brushing accuracy over 5 rounds of 8 users based on the general model (left) and our iterative

model (right).
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similarities between these 40 different vectors,

which are shown in two matrices with green

(low value) to red (high value) as the color leg-

end. In both matrix A and B, we see the outlier

model in round 4 (v54) and round 5 (v55) of user

5 also have big difference with other users in

this comparison. In addition, in matrix A, the

angle between intra-user vectors are clearly

smaller than inter-user’s—this indicates that the

model indeed approaches different user point in

the parameter space. For matrix B, we see a clear

pattern that the diagonals right next to the main

diagonal are also very close to 0. This gives a

strong impression that the model indeed adapts in

small steps over the five rounds. In summary, the

visualization of the CNN model parameters shows

clear evidence that our iterative model learns rea-

sonable parameters while being adapted instead

of random search in the parameter space.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present a user-centric fra-

mework which takes the user in the loop to

iteratively improve a brushing technique in

scatterplots. By refining a general model for

estimating data selections from simple click-

and-drag interactions incrementally with the

additional data from a single user and leverag-

ing the existing parameterization, we achieve a

solution which is able to turn the general model

based on people’s average brushing preference

to a tailored model for the specific user with a

very short time training cost (�3 min). In addi-

tion, we examined the quantitative performance

of our iterative model in comparison to the gen-

eral model, with the retraining procedure over

time, the results show a clear improving trend

compared to the general model: from 92.09% to

92.99% (þ0.9%, with 10% new data), 93.72% to

95.09% (þ1.37%, with 20% new data), 94.41% to

96.29% (þ1.88%, with 30% new data) and 94.33%

to 96.92% (þ2.59%, with 40% new data). We

assume the accuracy improvement can be even

better with more user input and the most prac-

tical thing is that the retraining time cost is

reduced to �4% of training a general model

from scratch.

Figure 7.Worst performing cases of user 5 in round 4 (left) and round 5 (right).

Figure 8. Vector similarity comparison of the CNN model parameters in each round of each user. Matrix A: Angle between

vectors. Matrix B: Absolute length differences.
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In the current version of the data replace-

ment algorithm, we entirely replace the most

similar cases in the original dataset by the new

data from the user. We also did a follow-up

experiment to investigate the influence of an

alternative replacement rule: we checked the

dissimilarity value of the replaced cases and

found that 80% of the replaced cases have a dis-

similarity value less than 0.5. Based on this

statistics, we recomputed the replacement with

the most similar case replaced only if the dissim-

ilarity value is less than 0.5 (threshold), in this

way, we can keep 20% of the (relatively different)

old data which otherwise would have been

replaced also. The result shows, however, that

the model accuracy is almost the same as before.

Still, we see the potential to find an optimal

threshold to improve themodel in the future.

In addition, we see several other opportuni-

ties to further extend our work, including

� the current retraining procedure is off-line,

the ultimate goal is to make it real-time;

� give users more flexibility to configure the

brushing tool and even involve them in the

brushing tool design;

� explore other deep learning methods such as

RNN and GAN to learn user’s brushing

behavior;

� the extension of our principal approach to

other views and the corresponding brushes.

We hope that this work can inspire further

related research, especially in visualization to

offer the opportunity for users to improve the

data-driven approach by their own knowledge

and behavior.
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